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Reviewer's report:

This is a well written paper on the validation of CancerMath, an existing web based prognostic tool, posted by a research group in the US.

The authors did a thorough evaluation of the CancerMath tool using Singapore Malaysia hospital based breast cancer registry data.

Their finding is valid: CancerMath is suitable in general, but not suitable for patients with poor prognosis.

However, we know that CancerMath was built up using data from the US SEER registry, and the majority of the people in the SEER database were not Asian, but Caucasian or African American. So it won't be a surprise to find that CancerMath is not totally suitable for a different ethnic group, such as those in Southeast Asia. I would suggest that the authors add more background information on the percentage of different ethnic groups in the SEER database, and that is the main reason why CancerMath is not completely suitable for Asian people.
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